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1 Introduction

In this supplementary material, we provide additional images (Figures 1, 2, 3), and the details
about dataset acquisition (Section 2) and user experiment (Section 3) that were left out from
the main publication for brevity.

2 Dataset

The following negative tags were used while querying Flickr service during the dataset ac-
quisition:
-birthday -party -parties -portrait -bw -abstract -macro -me -wedding -indoors -fun -kid -
child -children -graffiti -prom -concert -friend -family -dog -cat -face -cameraphone -woman
-women -girl -lady -boy -guy -nude -fraternity -frat -gay -lesbian -live -baby -stilllife

The complete list of positive categories used to filter out inappropriate images from the
collection using Places [1] classifier was as follows:
butte chalet crevasse mountain mountain_snowy pasture sea_cliff ski_resort ski_slope sky
snowfield valley volcano castle wheat_field field field_wild forest_road forest_path creek
river pond badlands sandbar swamp bayou marsh corn_field rock_arch
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3 User experiment
To gather the experimental data, we implemented a custom web-based application shown
in Fig. 1. The task of each participant was simply to assess the elevation of the camera in
meters using the slider and proceed to the next image by clicking the button. The images
(Fig. 2) were presented in randomized order and the observer had unlimited time to finish
the experiment. The complete set of 50 test photos which were shown to participants during
the user experiment is shown in Fig. 2 along with the camera elevation and coordinates.

The experiment instructions presented to the participants prior to the experiment were as
follows: Welcome and thank you for agreeing to participate in the camera elevation estima-
tion experiment. The experiment will take approximately 15min to complete. Please, wear
your prescription glasses, if you would normally wear them to work with a computer or if
they improve your vision. Please read the following instructions carefully before starting
the experiment. The purpose of the experiment is to assess the elevation of the camera from
visual information captured in the image. During the experiment, you will see 50 images of
an outdoor environment captured in various elevations. Your task is to assess the elevation
of the camera for each of 50 images using the slider. When you are satisfied with your guess,
click the "Next image" button to proceed to the next test image. Please notice again, that
your task is to assess the elevation of the camera (i.e., the photographer), not the altitude of
objects depicted in the photo. Thank you!

Additionally, each participant of the experiment completed the questionnaire. We queried
about the age, sex, number of trips in the Alps, highest reached elevation, and practiced out-
door activities. From those, only the age and sex were obligatory. They revealed that 14
participants were female, 86 male, 11 to 61 years old, and the mean age was 33 years. The
other queries were optional and not everyone filled them in. However, more than 60% sub-
jects did, and we learned that our participants were rather sporty persons with a profound
experience in outdoor activities. The maximal reported reached elevation was 7000m, the
mean personal maximal reached elevation was 3300m.
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Figure 1: The web-based interface of the user experiment.
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#1, 79m
45.8993N, 10.8772E

#2, 279.5m
47.8817N, 7.7296E

#3, 473m
47.9523N, 14.7746E

#4, 538.5m
46.9452N, 7.4133E

#5, 638m
46.729N, 7.5833E

#6, 707m
47.4894N, 11.0989E

#7, 839m
46.9172N, 7.4435E

#8, 904.5m
47.5619N, 14.0151E

#9, 1140.5m
47.8569N, 7.9396E

#10, 1209.5m
47.4667N, 11.1364E

#11, 1397.5m
47.5873N, 11.1123E

#12, 1447.5m
47.4944N, 10.9179E

#13, 1542.5m
47.6259N, 11.3719E

#14, 1693m
46.0913N, 9.3556E

#15, 1772.5m
46.6973N, 7.5305E

#16, 1804.5m
46.3221N, 7.0734E

#17, 1978m
46.7857N, 8.3837E

#18, 1999m
46.2336N, 8.6582E

#19, 2005.5m
46.5864N, 11.7373E

#20, 2076m
45.7243N, 11.1235E

#21, 2134m
46.2073N, 9.2743E

#22, 2144.5m
46.4712N, 9.3809E

#23, 2214m
46.6119N, 7.9421E

#24, 2239m
46.5741N, 8.8949E

#25, 2306.5m
46.2351N, 9.2132E

#26, 2360m
46.5025N, 12.0444E

#27, 2399.5m
46.5985N, 11.7289E

#28, 2431.5m
45.9144N, 6.908E

#29, 2447.5m
47.0795N, 12.8421E

#30, 2520m
46.435N, 7.5222E

#31, 2632m
47.0977N, 12.6974E

#32, 2696m
46.1649N, 10.8916E

#33, 2736m
47.4127N, 10.9716E

#34, 2873.5m
45.9889N, 7.693E

#35, 3014m
45.9945N, 7.8248E

#36, 3066m
45.9833N, 7.7797E

#37, 3107m
45.9832N, 7.7832E

#38, 3274m
45.9048N, 7.8228E

#39, 3359m
45.4967N, 7.2498E

#40, 3444.5m
45.5251N, 7.2796E

#41, 3544.5m
46.8854N, 10.8594E

#42, 3634m
46.6392N, 8.1149E

#43, 3793.5m
46.5394N, 7.964E

#44, 3833m
46.1091N, 7.715E

#45, 3982m
46.0462N, 7.8945E

#46, 4012m
45.9422N, 7.7444E

#47, 4185.5m
46.0989N, 7.8597E

#48, 4243.5m
45.9184N, 7.8583E

#49, 4385m
46.1021N, 7.7157E

#50, 4463m
45.9287N, 7.8727E

Figure 2: Full set of 50 test photos used in the perceptual experiment (Section 4 in the main
paper).
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#V1, frame #1
47.26280N, 13.14996E

#V1, #40 #V1, #80 #V1, #120 #V1, #160

#V1, #200 #V1, #240 #V1, #280 #V1, #320 #V1, #360

#V1, #400 #V1, #440 #V1, #480 #V1, #520 #V1, #560

#V2, frame #1
47.1319N, 12.5872E

#V2, #50 #V2, #100 #V2, #150 #V2, #200

#V2, #250 #V2, #300 #V2, #350 #V2, #400 #V2, #450

#V2, #500 #V2, #550 #V2, #600 #V2, #650 #V2, #700

#V3, frame #1
47.0739N, 12.6947E

#V3, #50 #V3, #100 #V3, #150 #V3, #200

#V3, #250 #V3, #300 #V3, #350 #V3, #400 #V3, #450

#V3, #500 #V3, #550 #V3, #600 #V3, #650 #V3, #700

Figure 3: Test videos used in evaluation of automatic elevation prediction algorithms (Sec-
tion 6 in the main paper). #V1: summit of Schuhflicker (2.215m), #V2, summit of Stubacher
Sonnblick (3.088m), #V3, summit of Großglockner (3.798m).


